Halloween
The Scariest Thing About It Is
It Will Steal Your Eternity!
Is it worth it?
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Introduction
What is all the fuss about celebrating a harmless, fun for the whole family, dress
up and let loose and be a little crazy holiday? Most Christians don’t think twice
about it. Yet everything about this holiday is completely against what is in the
Christian bible- even by the KJV version! How did this holiday get a pass and
endorsement by ‘god fearing folks’ which are so enthusiastic about dressing up
their babies and little ones while never once questioning where this practice came
from and most importantly if Yahuah approves. Shouldn’t this be the Standard by
which we live our lives?
In this study I will endeavor to bring to you some little known facts about this
holiday. Honestly there are so many good Youtube videos and websites that
expose this holiday that I was reluctant to add my voice to it. I will add a list of
good ones to check out at the end of this study. It is another sad case of herd
mentality where we can’t stand the thought of being different, even though
somewhere down deep we know what we are doing is wrong and quite frankly is an
abomination to Yahuah. I will be showing you from His perspective why it’s
offensive and why if we continue to participate in this and condone it, our children
we will also partake of the wrath Yah, which He has stored up for Babel during the
end times. If the customs come from Babel and Yahuha condemns them, then it’s
not rocket science to figure out, not only why we shouldn’t be doing it but also the
ramification for doing it.
For those who do answer Yahuah’s invitations to His Appointed Times (feasts-and
Set Apart Times) in the fall is a most awesome celebration. It is a seven day feast
or party called Sukkot or Feast of Tabernacles. It is the culmination of all the
feasts of the year when after understanding and participating in the previous
feasts, we get to “camp out with Yahuah”. It is a picture and dress rehearsal of
when Yahusha comes back and we are all together. All of the Appointed Times of
Yahuah are dress rehearsals and acknowledgements of our being on the path that
leads directly back to Yahuah and thus redemption.
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There is a stark contrast between this and the holidays of the shatan’s world. In
the fall, we find the world keeping its un-set-apart-days to shatan, and I would
like to consider what the Scriptures have to say about incorporating pagan
observances into our relationship with Yahuah and into the fabric of our lives.
The purpose of this study is not to put others down, but to confirm by Scriptures,
the truth and danger of Halloween, to those who might not realize it. There is
urgency about these studies as I know our time is short. I present these things
also with a high level of outrage at shatan for causing so many to be led away from
Yahuah, who do not realize they must dig deep to prove everything for
themselves.
Man and shatan do not want to be questioned. Yah begs us to question and
investigate everything. Since He is truth, if investigated honestly, you will find
Yahuah and begin to cleanse yourself from Babel. That is why He asks us to do
this. If more people did it, more people would find Him! He does not want His
children to be lost forever!
Having said this, we do know that there are many within the confines of
Christianity that believe Yah 'doesn't mind' if we observe Christmas, have the
Cross as the sign of our faith, call upon Yahuah using a pagan title of god and lord,
calling His Son Jesus and many other such practices that have its roots in
paganism. The logic is, ‘the meaning of these things 'has changed' and they no
longer mean those things today or to me’. Therefore Yahuah 'doesn't mind' if we
do these things since the meaning has 'changed'.
For examples, here are some responses that I have encountered over the years:
* It's okay to eat pork, the pig has been domesticated and is fed whole grains for
its food and is not roaming the earth eating garbage like it used to.
* It's okay to keep the Sabbath day on the first day instead of the 7th day
because this is the day the Messiah resurrected. The 7th day is no longer kept by
Christians so as long as you are keeping a Sabbath, Yahuah 'doesn't mind'.
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* It's okay to keep Christmas, it used to be pagan but it doesn't mean that
anymore, even though we know His son could not have been born on Dec 25th but
hundreds of pagan idols were.
* It's okay to have the cross as the sign of our faith, it was pagan but it doesn't
mean that anymore.
* It's okay to call Yahuah by the pagan name "god", it used to be pagan but it
doesn't mean that anymore.
* It’s okay to call Yahusha ‘Jesus’, it of course is not the real name of the
Messiah, but it’s the English version.
Within the logic of each of these statements, we find a common thread. Each
statement is saying that something has changed. Because of that change, what
USED to be wrong is now considered right! I believe this to be a snare. Do we find
any examples of this in the Scriptures? Is there anything in Genesis through
Revelation that would justify the idea that something that used to be wrong can
later on be right? The answer is, "No, to the contrary!, we are warned that this
will be reasoning of the lost and corrupted.

(Isaiah) YahshaYahu 5:20

Isa 5:20 Woe (Hi) (sorrow, regret)H1945 to them that call (Amar) certify, boast,

demand or desire H559 evil (Ra) pertaining to that which is not morally pure,
that which has no value, or good according to Yahuahs standard the Torah,
defames and is harmful H7451 good(Tob) pertaining to the moral opposite of evil,
having good value, joyful, beautiful, cheer, kind, good as to character and value
,H2896 and good(Tob) pertaining to the moral opposite of evil, having good value,
joyful, beautiful, cheer, kind, good as to character and value H2896 evil(Ra)
pertaining to that which is not morally pure or good according to Yahuahs
standard the Torah, that which has no value, defames and is harmful ;H7451 that
put (Shym) Change, attach, determine, disguise, establish H7760 darkness
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(hoshek) terror, ignorance, sadness, confusion, evil, withholding light, death,
destruction H2822 for light (aur) guidance, health, life, prosperity, enlightened
judgment, make shine, shed light ,H216 and light (aur) guidance, health, life,
prosperity, enlightened judgment, make shine, shed light H216 for darkness
(hoshek) terror, ignorance, sadness, confusion, evil, withholding light, death,
destruction ;H2822 that put (Shym) Change, attach, determine, disguise,
establish H7760 bitter (Mar) sorrowful, anguished mental state of intense
distress, poisonous-a deadly substance when applied through a weapon causes
death, bitter taste, a bitter soul of a person that can cause harm to another
H4751 for sweet (Matoq) pleasant, agreeable and acceptable enjoyment ,H4966 and
sweetH4966 for bitter (Mar) sorrowful, anguished mental state of intense
distress, poisonous-a deadly substance when applied through a weapon causes
death, bitter taste, a bitter soul of a person that can cause harm to another
!H4751
Woe, sorrow and regret to those that boast, certify and desire that evil which
has no value, (and is against the Standard of Yahuah’s Torah), that which is
harmful and defames Him, saying what is immorally pure, is good. Good being the
opposite of evil and has good character and value and is joyful, beautiful. And also
say, that which is good, (which is the opposite of evil), and has good character and
value, is joyful and is beautiful, is evil- which has no value, (and is against the
Standard of Yahuah’s Torah). It is harmful and immoral and defames Yah.
Changing to disguise and establishing by attaching darkness which is terror,
ignorance, sadness, confusion, death and destruction by means of withholding light
and saying it is light, which is guidance, health, life, prosperity, enlightened
judgment, and that light which is guidance, health, life, prosperity, enlightened
judgment is darkness which is terror, ignorance, sadness, confusion, death and
destruction. They also change, attach, determine, disguise and establish that
which is bitter in taste and anguished mental states of intense distress and supply
poisonous substances that kill because their souls are bitter and they cause harm
to others but say it is sweet, pleasant, agreeable and acceptable enjoyment. Then
say that which actually is sweet, pleasant, agreeable and acceptable enjoyment is
really bitter in taste and anguished mental states of intense distress and supply
poisonous substances that kill because their souls are bitter and they cause harm
to others.
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Wow do you see everyday examples in the above warning?
 The AMA, who kill millions every year say Yah’s herbs are bad.
 Vaccinations for our children that are supposed to protect their health
cause disease and death.
 Sordid entertainment is really just funny and mindless entertainment.
 Illuminati Musical artists are just harmless entertainment and should be
supported.
 Constitutionalists are terrorists.
 By not condoning actions against Yah’s Torah, you are evil and intolerant.
 Only those who act against the Torah have freedom of speech.
 Trans-humanism is the way to eternal life, not the Torah.
 The American Government who says it’s immoral for other countries to use
chemical weapons on its own citizens, yet spray chemtrails everyday over the
American population filled with aluminum, barium and blood wastes, not to
mention poisoning the water with fluoride.
 US Gov’t telling people they cannot grown their own gardens as it is not safe
for the public, yet are trying to force feed us GMO’s with documented proof
of deadly results.
I could go on and on, but this should convince you Yahuah is timeless, current and
right up date on what is happening in this world today with this prophecy and
warning to them that do this. Yah will deal with them. Read verse 24 and see why
this happens….

Isa 5:24 ThereforeH3651 as the fireH784 devourethH398 the stubble,H7179 and the
flameH3852 consumethH7503 the chaff,H2842 so their rootH8328 shall beH1961 as
rottenness,H4716 and their blossomH6525 shall go upH5927 as dust:H80
becauseH3588 they have rejected (Maas) trashed, avoided association
with and despised, H3988 (H853) the TORAHH8451 of YAHUAHH3068 of
hosts,H6635 and despisedH5006 the WordH565 of the SET APART OneH6918 of
Israel.H3478
This could not be any clearer. We cannot reject, trash, despise and avoid
association with The Torah of Yahuah and expect a happy ending! This is straight
from Yahuah!
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Above all things remember when considering any issue: THE ONLY OPINION
THAT MATTERS IS YAHUAH’S!
Let's consider first of all the Scriptural prohibition of incorporating paganism
into our relationship with Yahuah. When the children of Israel were about to go
into the promise land, Yahuah's desire was that they not take their pagan
practices and apply it to Him:
Deu 12:28 Observe(Shamar) guard, preserve and protect H8104 and
hear(Shama) hear intelligently, discern H8085 (H853) allH3605 theseH428 words
(Debar) H1697 whichH834 IH595 command (Sawah) instruct, tell, give direction
toH6680 you, thatH4616 it may go well (Yatab) be pleasing, happy, merry, a
benefit, make better, H3190 with you, and with your childrenH1121 afterH310
you forever (Olam) everlasting, eternity,H5704 H5769 whenH3588 you will be
doing (Asha) accomplish H6213 that which is good(Tob) merry, pleasant,
beautiful, kind, good character and valueH2896 and right (Yashar)
straightness, honest, H3477 in the sight(Ayin) presence, understanding H5869 of
YahuahH3068 Your Everlasting.H430
Yahuah has told us exactly what we need to do to have a happy life that will
extend to our children for eternity in just one verse. Let me rewrite this without
the Strong’s numbers.
12:28 Observe, guard, preserve, protect and hear with intelligence and
discernment all the words which I (Yahuah) tell, instruct and give direction to you,
so that it will be of benefit you. It will make you happy, merry, and make your life
better for you and your children after you, for forever and provide the way to
eternity, because what you will accomplish and do is considered good, merry,
pleasant, and is of good character and value and is straightness and honest in the
sight, presence and understanding of Yahuah your Everlasting.
Sounds pretty important right? If we want to live in eternity with our children, we
just need to really understand the words that Yahuah has spoken to us and guard
and protect them as true and honest and live by them because it’s the right and
honest thing to do.
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Deu 12:29 WhenH3588 Yahuah H3068 your EverlastingH430 shall cut offH3772
(H853) the nationsH1471 from beforeH4480 H6440 you, where everH834 H8033
youH859 goH935 to possess (Yarash) to gain possession of an inheritance,
received by ancestral agreementH3423 them, and you succeed (Yarash) to
gain possession of an inheritance, received by ancestral agreement H3423 them,
and dwellH3427 in their land;H776
12:29 When Yahuah your Everlasting, shall cut off and destroy the nations from
before you, wherever you go to gain the inheritance that was promised to you
through My promise to your ancestors from these people, then you will succeed to
gain possession of this inheritance of land from them, and live in their land.
Notice two things. Yahuah is the one destroying the nations not His people He was
sending in and it was because these people did two things. They had stolen
(breaking Torah) the land from His people that Yahuah had promised to our
ancestors. If Yahuah the creator of the universe gives you something it is yours
forever! This should be comforting in regards to the binding promise of eternal
life for His family. By whose authority did these nations think they had the right
to take this land away from them? Number two: Every time people listen to
Shatan and try to override what Yahuah has said, there will be death and eternal
extinction for those people falling in with Shatan. You can take that to the bank.
He is a protective father and will not allow men to have the power to break His
promises to His people. His word is true. If only our words and actions would be
the same, we would not have this mess.
Deu 12:30 Take heed (Shamar) guard, preserve and protect H8104 yourself
thatH6435 you will not be snared (Naqas) controlled, struck down, get caught
H5367 by following (Achar) be a follower of, pursue or imitate H310 them, after
that (Achar) be a follower of, pursue H310 they be destroyed (Shamad) be
exterminated, which can include death of a person or extinction of an entity
H8045 from beforeH4480 H6440 you; and thatH6435 you inquire (Darash) to
care for, learn information about, seek after, repeatedly study H1875 not after
their gods,H430 saying,H559 HowH349 did theseH428 nations (Goyim) gentiles,
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pagan people H1471 serveH5647 (H853) their gods?H430 even soH3651 will IH589
doH6213 likewise.H1571
Here are the words that Yahuah wants us to take heed of and really pay attention to:

12:30 Guard and protect yourself that you are not snared, controlled, struck down
or get caught up by following or pursuing after or becoming a follower of or
imitating them, that after they are destroyed and exterminated before you, you
do not inquire or learn information by repeatedly studying or caring for and
seeking after these pagan people’s gods, saying how did these pagans serve their
gods? And so I will do likewise.
Sounds like good advice right? Pay attention to a few things:
1. The pagan people the gentiles that were worshipping anything other than Yahuah were
being exterminated.
2. They are not burning in hell they are just ceasing to exist. It is fair. Life is a gift and
they did not want to live with the creator of this gift so they cease to live.
3. Do not learn how they worship their gods and then imitate it.

Deu 12:31 You must notH3808 doH6213 likewiseH3651 toward YahuahH3068 Your
Everlasting:H430 forH3588 everyH3605 detestable thing (Toabat) things which
are an abomination and repulsion anything which is loathsome to Yah, H8441 to
Yahuah,H3068 whichH834 he hates (Shana) an enemy, open feeling of hostility
and intense dislike, strife with another ,H8130 have they doneH6213 for their
gods;H430 forH3588 evenH1571 (Alef Tav) (H853) their sonsH1121 and their
daughtersH1323 they have burnt (Shrap) serpents, to consume, to suck in,
sacrificed H8313 in the fireH784 to their gods.H430
12:31 You must not do likewise towards Yahuah, your Everlasting. For every
detestable, loathsome and repulsive thing, which is an abomination to Yahuah,
which He hates and has an open feeling of hostility and intense dislike for, which
is the enemy He strives with, they have done these things for their gods, and even
their sons and their daughters they have burnt and sacrificed in the fire to their
gods.
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Don’t miss this. Yahuah does not want us to do anything that the pagans do and then attribute it
to Him. Unless Yahuah asks us to do something we should not do it especially if we see that it
has pagan background ties. This should be the litmus test. Notice too how strongly Yahuah feels
about these customs. We saw in the introduction to this, that this is exactly what the people
did with the golden calf. Yahuah does not condone human sacrifice and especially sacrificing
children.

Deu 12:32 All (Kol)the whole totality of, (H853) of the things(Debar) Word,
communications H3605 H1697 H834 IH595 command (Sawah) instruct, give
direction, ordained, decree with authority H6680 you, you must diligently
observe (Shmar) to watch, keep guard, preserve, protect, stick to an
agreement, keep an appointment H8104 to do (Ashah) accomplishH6213 it: you
shall notH3808 add(Yasap) increase a quantity by adding to the collection H3254
to it,H5921 norH3808 take away (Gara) to scratch or scrape off(this is how
scribes would erase words off the scrolls) reduce the number of , sever an
object from a core or base, shave or cut downH1639 fromH4480 it.
12:32All, the whole totality of the Words and communications that I instruct and
give direction are ordained as a decree with My authority to you. You must
observe and watch over, keeping guard to preserve and protect them and stick to
the agreement and keep our appointments and accomplish it. You shall not add by
increasing or adding to the collection or take away by scraping off letters or
words as it severs the message from the core or base (which is Yahuah).
This is huge so pay attention. Yah is warning protect His word (interesting they
try to water it down by using the word ‘things’), and His instructions as the
direction we must go to be protected and happy. He wants us to stick to our
agreement! First off to do this, one has to actually read the words He gave us in
Hebrew. You don’t have to know Hebrew, you just have to have a good lexicon and
there are plenty online that are free and some that are well worth the price to dig
deeper, easier and faster. Huge is the warning not to add to His word. This should
give everyone pause about the “New Testament” and books in the New Testament
that are letters, not from Yahuah but from men that have been elevated to
Scripture. By who’s authority? At every turn we will see the Catholic church
overstepping Yahuah’s authority in keeping Sabbath, His Name, His Son’s Name,
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His Son’s Message, corruption of translations, and in this study the propagation of
pagan customs into our society and Christianity going along with it. There is also a
warning to not take away from His word. It is interesting that the word means to
scrape off, which is how the scribes would change words and letters on the animal
skins and papyrus scrolls. By scraping off Yahuah’s name and changing it to adoni
or lord and scraping the yahu off of most biblical names of import, Hebrew and
Gentile scribes are in violation of this. Additionally by scrapping off Yahusha’s
name completely and adding jesus is also a huge violation. He also talks about the
importance of sticking to our agreement with Yah and to keep our appointments
(the appointed feasts and Sabbath) with Him.

Deu 13:1 If (Kya) surely, truly, H3588 there arise(Qum)stands up and rises in
status, establishing himself H6965 among (Qarab) in your inner thoughts, in the
midst of H7130 you a prophet,H5030 orH176 a dreamerH2492 of dreams,H2472 and
gives(Natan) implying value of it (the sign and wonder)H5414 H413 you a sign(Aut)
miraculous sign, showing ones power, mark, signal or symbol which has meaning
as a crafted or natural objectH226 orH176 a wonder (Mupet) miracle, a beautiful
or splendid deed, phenomenon in the skies, that also causes a response of
awe.H4159
13:1 If Surly and truly there will arise and establishing himself as high in status
in your midst, and in your thoughts, a prophet or a dreamer of dreams that gives
(implying it has value) you a miraculous sign, signal, or symbol which has a meaning
as a crafted or natural object, showing power, or a wonder, miracle which is
beautiful or a phenomenon in the skie that will cause you to be in awe or a splendid
deed.
Yahuah does not waste His breath to warn us about things that are not going to
happen or have already happened in our life time. Not only in Revelation does it
warn about signs and wonders but these are awe inspiring that will fool people into
serving other gods and not Yahuah. Don’t miss this warning! Just because we see a
miracle does not mean it is from Yahuah ! Miracles done in the name of jesus is a
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prime example. It binds the blind into following this imposter who has not come in
the Name of the Father Yahuah. The litmus of ‘seeing is believing’ should not be
applied. We are being warned! Where King James wants us to see ‘if’ this happens,
the Hebrew clearly says, truly and surly this will happen, and in the next verse
here is our litmus test.

Deu 13:2

And the sign (Aut) miraculous sign, showing ones power, mark, signal
or symbol which has meaning as a crafted or natural object H226 or the wonder
(Mupet) miracle, a beautiful or splendid deed, phenomenon in the skies, that
also causes a response of awe H4159 come to pass (Bua) ,H935 whereofH834 he
speaksH1696 toH413 you, saying,H559 Let us go (Halak) H1980 afterH310 otherH312
gods,H430 whichH834 thou hast notH3808 known (Yada) revealed, acquire
knowledge to intimately aquainted,H3045 and let us serve (Abad) labor and to
tasks and publish information aboutH5647 them;
13:2 And if the miraculous sign or signal or symbol which has meaning as a crafted
or natural object, showing ones power or the wonder or phenomenon in the skies
that causes a response of awe or a beautiful or splendid deed does come to pass
that he speaks about, saying lets now go after other gods, (than Yahuah) which
you have not known, revealed or acquired knowledge about or are not intimately
acquainted, and lets labor and do tasks and publish information about them.
Wow does anyone remember Constantine’s “miraculous” vision of the cross in the
sky and then when on to co-create Christianity based on murdering those who did
not convert. That is not Yahuah. How could it be since Constantine kept the pagan
practices up after this victory!
Maxentius organized his forces—still twice the size of Constantine's—in long lines facing the
battle plain, with their backs to the river. Constantine's army arrived at the field bearing
unfamiliar symbols on either its standards or its soldiers' shields. According to Lactantius,
Constantine was visited by a dream the night before the battle, wherein he was advised "to
mark the heavenly sign of God on the shields of his soldiers...by means of a slanted letter X
with the top of its head bent round, he marked Christ on their shields." Eusebius describes
another version, where, while marching at midday, "he saw with his own eyes in the
heavens a trophy of the cross arising from the light of the sun, carrying the message, In Hoc
Signo Vinces or "with this sign, you will conquer"(a dreamer of dreams and seeing a
phenomenon in the skies- This is prophecy being fulfilled and it won’t be the last time in
history this is used by shatan); in Eusebius's account, Constantine had a dream the following
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night, in which Christ appeared with the same heavenly sign, and told him to make a
standard, the labarum, for his army in that form. Eusebius is vague about when and where
these events took place, but it enters his narrative before the war against Maxentius begins.
Eusebius describes the sign as Chi (Χ) traversed by Rho (Ρ): ☧, a symbol representing the
first two letters of the Greek spelling of the word Christos or Christ. The Eusebian description
of the vision has been explained as a type of solar halo called a "sun dog", a meteorological
phenomenon which can produce similar effects. In 315 a medallion was issued at Ticinum
showing Constantine wearing a helmet emblazoned with the Chi Rho, and coins issued at Siscia
in 317/18 repeat the image. The figure was otherwise rare, however, and is uncommon in
imperial iconography and propaganda before the 320s.
However, Constantine certainly did not patronize Christianity alone. After gaining victory in
the Battle of the Milvian Bridge (312), a triumphal arch—the Arch of Constantine—was built
(315) to celebrate his triumph. The arch is decorated with images of the goddess Victoria. At
the time of its dedication, sacrifices to gods like Apollo, Diana, and Hercules were made.
Absent from the Arch are any depictions of Christian symbolism. However, as the Arch was
commissioned by the Senate, the absence of Christian symbols may reflect the role of the
Curia at the time as a pagan redoubt.
Later in 321, Constantine instructed that Christians and non-Christians should be united in
observing the venerable day of the sun, referencing the sun-worship that Aurelian had
established as an official cult. Furthermore, and long after his oft alleged conversion to
Christianity, Constantine's coinage continued to carry the symbols of the sun. Even after the
pagan gods had disappeared from the coinage, Christian symbols appeared only as
Constantine's personal attributes: the chi rho between his hands or on his labarum, but never
on the coin itself. Even when Constantine dedicated the new capital of Constantinople,
which became the seat of Byzantine Christianity for a millennium, he did so wearing the
Apollonian sun-rayed Diadem; no Christian symbols were present at this dedication.
From this “miraculous” sign, we have Sabbath changed to Sunday, Pagan idols
established i.e. the cross, halos, “christ” and not the Messiah! This is a huge
warning! Look what this wicked sign and wonder has spawned! A new religion for
shatan that since its beginnings was used to murder millions!
Deu 13:3 You shall notH3808 listen (shama) process the information about and
proclaim and make known, publish H8085 toH413 the wordsH1697 of thatH1931
prophet,H5030 orH176 thatH1931 dreamerH2492 of dreams:H2472 forH3588
YahuahH3068 your EternalH430 is testing(Nasah) attempting to know the true
nature, H5254 you, to know (Yada) reveal, make known intimately H3045
whetherH3426 you love (Ahab) an affection based on a close relationship,
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showing your love, to H157 (H853) YahuahH3068 your EternalH430 with allH3605 your
heart(Lebab) mind, soul, spirit, your source of inner lifeH3824 and with allH3605
your soul (Nepsh) the essence of life including thinking, feeling, willing,
emotion, passion and desire.H5315
13:3 You shall not listen and process the information (rationalize) proclaim and
make known (promote) and publish the words of that prophet, or that dreamer of
dreams for Yahuah your Eternal is testing, attempting to know and show your true
nature, if you know intimately, whether you love with an affection based on a close
relationship, showing your love to Yahuah, your Eternal with all your heart, mind,
soul, spirit, your source of inner life and with all your soul, Nephesh, the essence
of life including thinking, feeling, willingness, emotion, passion and desire.
No games-free will, but it is a test. The same test today. Do you follow the pagan
crowd or do you follow Yahuah. That is the test where the rubber meets the road.
Celebrating Christmas, Easter, Halloween and Sunday worship are pagan customs.
You can’t fool Yahuah. Again the only opinion that matters is Yahuah’s and He has
laid down the gauntlet and the litmus test. How do you stack up today? If you are
failing, how long will it take you , (if you love Yahuah), to make the changes with a
joyful and heart full of love for Him, knowing that He is leading you away from
eternal death with this decision and leading you toward being a child of His
forever. He could not be clearer. Make no mistake, it’s not that Yahuah does not
know what you will choose, He is making US aware of how our choices are either
not showing all our heart and soul that we would not know if we were not told what
His litmus test is. He is saying don’t make these bad teachings and customs
acceptable and certainly don’t pass it on to your children as being harmless!
Deu 13:4 Ye shall walkH1980 afterH310 YahuahH3068 your Eternal,H430 and revere
(Yare) showing profound respect that borders on fear for H3372 Him, and keep
(Shamar) to watch, keep guard, preserve, protect, stick to an agreement, keep an
appointment H8104 His commandments (Mizuwah) instruction or prescription for
life the written legal conditions which are binding in a contractH4687 and obey
(Shama) listen carefully and intelligently, consider and discern H8085 his voice,H6963
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and you shall serveH5647 him, and cleave (Dabaq) to be firmly attached as if
glued, stick and clingH1692 unto him.
13:4 You shall walk after Yahuah your Eternal and revere Him showing profound
respect that borders on fear of Him and keep guard, preserve, protect, stick to
an agreement and keep Yah’s appointments, His instructions and prescriptions for
life which is the legal conditions which are binding in a contract, and listen
carefully and intelligently and consider with discernment His voice, and you shall
serve Him and cleave, as to be firmly attached to Him as if glued and stick and
cling to Him.
Again a reminder of how we stay on the straight and narrow path. We have to
stick like glue to Yahuah! Has Christianity done that? They for the most part do
not even know who Yahuah is! Does it sound like Yah is interested in offering a
different path to Him other than the one He has clearly been pointing out? Here
are more warnings of just how hard this will be.

Deu 13:6 IfH3588 your brother,H251 the sonH1121 of your mother,H517
orH176 your son,H1121 orH176 your daughter,H1323 orH176 the wifeH802 of
your bosom,H2436 orH176 your friend,H7453 whichH834 is as your own
soul,H5315 entice (Sut) instigate, lead astray, seduce, draw out
away,H5496 you secretly (Seter),H5643 saying,H559 Let us goH1980 and
serveH5647 otherH312 gods,H430 whichH834 you have notH3808
known,H3045 you,H859 nor your fathers;H1
13:6 If your brother, the son of your mother or your son, or your daughter or the
wife of your bosom or your friend, which is as your own soul, entice, instigate,
seduce to draw you out from my word and lead you astray by secretly saying,
‘let us go and serve other gods which you have not known, you nor your fathers,

Here Yah is warning that our most intimate inner circle may try and
pressure us to fall away from Yah. In the case of Christians coming out
of its paganisms, they may say, ‘Yahuah is the new god my father never
knew.’ Let us look at this. If Yahuah’s name had not been changed 7,000
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times, then it would have been the Eternal that our forefathers knew.
In fact they did know, but were instrumental in covering it up to make it
more palatable for gentiles. So the everyday Christian has been serving
‘another god’ from inception. That should give you a chill down your
spine. We hear preachers mouth that they service the god of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob but since they do not follow His Torah instructions,
don’t rest on Sabbath or answer His invitations to the Appointed Feasts
nor know His Name-- they do not have a real relationship with Him. How
close are you to someone who does not know anything about your life
and calls you by the wrong name. Would you consider them as close as a
family member?
Deu 13:7 Namely, of the godsH4480 H430 of the people(Am) a very large
kinship group related biologically, language, other cultural common
features H5971 whichH834 are round about (Sabib) on all side,
neighborhoods, on all sides, encircling, encompassing, H5439 you, those
near(Qarob) have a state or condition of intimate association, stain
close proximity, neighbors or family H7138 toH413 you, orH176 far offH7350
fromH4480 you, from the one endH4480 H7097 of the earthH776 even
toH5704 the other endH7097 of the earth;H776
13:7 Namely of the gods of the people who are related by language, culture or
biologically which surrounds you on all sides, encircling and encompassing you right
in your neighborhoods, those people who are family and neighbors to you and
people from the end of the earth even to the other end of the earth.
Another warning from Yah about us being surrounded by family and friends who
think there is nothing wrong with it. There is great pressure to go along with the
herd! They are being deceived, and are being influenced by people and cultures
from one end of the earth to the other. This is exactly what we are talking about
in this study. We are surrounded by these pagan customs from thousands of years
ago incorporated as Halloween, Christmas, Easter, and Sunday worship. We will
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prove that this is exactly what Yah is telling us to stop doing and stop saying we
are doing these things in reverence to Yahuah or ‘god”. He hates this! Halloween
has nothing to do with Yahuah and has everything to do with glorifying witchcraft,
demons, magic and everything opposed to Yahuah. That is why Yahuah’s people are
by His own words Qodesh or Set-Apart. Just like He set apart Adam in the in
protected Garden of Eden, He wants us to be set apart for protection purposes
from the people and practices of Babel. Yet He knows we will be surrounded by
these celebrations and decorations in our neighborhoods, stores, TV shows, music,
movies and commercials, and yes even in churches. It will be right in our face just
like He must endure it right in His face. He warns us of the emotional pull but
tells us we must not give in! We must overcome!

Deu 13:8 You must notH3808 give in(Abah) be willing to consent, yield, agree to
demands, voluntarily accepting and consenting to a situation, want to H14 to
him, orH3808 listen(shama) listen carefully and intelligently, consider and
discern H8085 toH413 him; neitherH3808 shall your eye(Ayin) look in H5869 pity
(Tahos) be troubled about or show mercy or look upon with compassion H2347 H5921
him, neitherH3808 will you spare (Hamal) show kindness to one in an
unfavorable or difficult or dangerous situation, be mild or gentle,H2550
neitherH3808 shalt you cover up (Kasah) forgive, remove guilt of a wrongdoing
as a extension of hiding or covering up an object or information, keeping
information from others though known and understood by oneself or hide H3680
H5921 him:
13:8 You must not give in or be willing to consent or agree by yielding and
voluntarily accepting and consenting to him or listen without discernment to him,
nor should you take pity on or show mercy to him as he is in a dangerous situation,
don’t be mild or gentle or should you cover up his wrongdoing because he has kept
information from others that were known and understood by him and you should
not forgive this or remove the guilt of his wrongdoing.
This is not harsh and Yahuah is not speaking of people who do not know the truth!
He is speaking of those who do know the truth, (preachers, media and rulers and
the Tribe of Dan, * More on that later). However, be warned, once you do know, if
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you don’t stop participating and don’t warn others, then you are working for shatan
not Yahuah. If you turn a blind eye and continue to cover up or propagate the lies
by teaching them to your children because you don’t want to be separated from
the herd, then you have made your choice and Yahuah looks at you without
compassion, as you are in fact leading others away from Him, just like shatan is
doing. This is that important. For those that do not want to know the truth of
what Yahuah has said, the line is drawn by Yahuah. They made the free will choice
to reject Him and His mercy.
Let’s put this all together and read it again.
12:28 Observe, guard, preserve, protect and hear with intelligence and
discernment all the words which I (Yahuah) tell, instruct and give direction to you,
so that it will be of benefit you. It will make you happy, merry, and make your life
better for you and your children after you, for forever and provide the way to
eternity, because what you will accomplish and do is considered good, merry,
pleasant, and is of good character and value and is straightness and honest in the
sight, presence and understanding of Yahuah your Everlasting.
12:29 When Yahuah your Everlasting, shall cut off and destroy the nations from
before you, wherever you go to gain the inheritance that was promised to you
through My promise to your ancestors from these people, then you will succeed to
gain possession of this inheritance of land from them, and live in their land.
12:30 Guard and protect yourself that you are not snared, controlled, struck down
or get caught up by following or pursuing after or becoming a follower of or
imitating them, that after they are destroyed and exterminated in front of you
that you do not inquire or learn information by repeatedly studying or caring for
and seeking after these pagan people’s gods, saying how did these pagans serve
their gods? And so I will do likewise.
12:31 You must not do likewise towards Yahuah, your Everlasting. For every
detestable, loathsome and repulsive thing, which is an abomination to Yahuah,
which He hates and has an open feeling of hostility and intense dislike for, which
is the enemy He strives with, they have done these things for their gods, and even
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their sons and their daughters they have burnt and sacrificed in the fire to their
gods.

12:32 All, the whole totality of the Words and communications that I instruct and
give you direction are ordained as a decree with My authority to you. You must
observe and watch over, keeping guard to preserve and protect them and stick to
the agreement and keep our appointments and accomplish it. You shall not add by
increasing or adding to the collection or take away by scraping off letters or
words as it severs the message from the core or base (which is Yahuah).
13:1 If Surly and truly there will arise and establishing himself as high in status
in your midst, and in your thoughts, a prophet or a dreamer of dreams that gives
(implying it has value) you a miraculous sign, signal, or symbol which has a meaning
as a crafted or natural object, showing power, or a splendid deed. A wonder or
miracle which is beautiful or a phenomenon in the skies that will cause you to be in
awe
13:2 And if the miraculous sign or signal or symbol which has meaning as a crafted
or natural object, showing ones power or a splendid deed or the wonder or
phenomenon in the skies that causes a response of awe which is beautiful does
come to pass that he speaks about, saying lets now go after other gods, (than
Yahuah) which you have not known, revealed or acquired knowledge about or are
not intimately acquainted, and lets labor and do tasks and publish information
about them.
13:3 You shall not listen and process the information (rationalize) proclaim and
make known (promote) and publish the words of that prophet, or that dreamer of
dreams for Yahuah your Eternal is testing, attempting to know and show your true
nature, if you know intimately, whether you love with an affection based on a close
relationship, showing your love to Yahuah, your Eternal with all your heart, mind,
soul, spirit, your source of inner life and with all your soul, Nephesh, the essence
of life including thinking, feeling, willingness, emotion, passion and desire.
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13:4 You shall walk after Yahuah your Eternal and revere Him showing profound
respect that borders on fear of Him and keep guard, preserve, protect, stick to
an agreement and keep Yah’s appointments, His instructions and prescriptions for
life which is the legal conditions which are binding in a contract, and listen
carefully and intelligently and consider with discernment His voice, and you shall
serve Him and cleave, as to be firmly attached to Him as if glued and stick and
cling to Him.
13:6 If your brother, the son of your mother or your son, or your daughter or the
wife of your bosom or your friend, which is as your own soul, entice, instigate,
seduce to draw you out from my word and lead you astray by secretly saying, ‘let
us go and serve other gods which you have not known, you nor your fathers,
13:7 Namely of the gods of the people who are related by language, culture or
biologically which surrounds you on all sides, encircling and encompassing you right
in your neighborhoods, those people who are family and neighbors to you and
people from the end of the earth even to the other end of the earth.
13:8 You must not give in or be willing to consent or agree by yielding and
voluntarily accepting and consenting to him or listen without discernment to him,
nor should you take pity on or show mercy to him as he is in a dangerous situation.
Don’t be mild or gentle or should you cover up his wrongdoing, because he has kept
information from others that were known and understood by him and you should
not forgive this or remove the guilt of his wrongdoing.
Looking at the Hebrew words and bringing out the meanings make Scripture not
only easier to understand but Yahuah is much easier to understand. He as our
Father is always trying to keep His kids out of trouble! He repeats Himself with
such patience and is so justly logical that this ogre picture of Him melts away. He
is doing everything He can without stepping over our freewill to lead us back to
Him. He warns us of where the pot holes are that need to be avoided. He tells us
what we must do to not be considered His enemy. For those who have been born
and received this first gift of life, if they choose not to accept His offer for
eternal life will just cease to exist on His timeframe. They are not tortured in
hell. That is reserved for shatan and his demons and those humans who have
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actively engaged in lying about Yahuah, His Torah and Son. That is why Yah tells us
not to have pity for those that deceive us. They are trying to lead you to
extinction. We owe them nothing but contempt. Yahuah will deal with them.
I hope you see the relevance in these Scriptures overall to avoid these pagan
customs and the urgency of why they must be avoided. I will also provide specific
Scriptures on witchcraft and familiar spirits (talking to dead friends and
relatives- thus they are familiar to us).

If something was wrong in 2000BCE then it is also wrong in the 21st century.
Christmas, Easter, Cross symbols and various others 'strange doctrines' (though
under different names) were alive and well in Yahusha's time and they are alive
and well in the 21st century. It was wrong then, it is wrong now.
Consider this if something was wrong in the year 300...in what year did it become
acceptable to Yahuah? 301? 400? 500?? 1900?? The answer is NEVER.
Regardless of excuses, reasoning's, etc. there is one standard that we will be
expected to live by and that is Yah's word. If Yah’s word says it was wrong then
and it is ALWAYS wrong.
These are all attempts to undermine the word of Yahuah. If it was wrong to
change the Sabbath to Sunday in years gone by, it is wrong now. If it was wrong to
take heathen customs and apply them to Yahuah in years gone by, then it is wrong
now. Yahuah does not change. Shouldn't the roots of our relationship with Him be
in the Scriptures of HIS WORDS rather than in idolatry and vain customs? Yet
just the opposite is embraced today...all with a million excuses, none of which will
stand. All of these are embraced and Yahuah's Torah is rejected. Yahuah invites
us to keep the feasts, keep the Sabbaths, call upon His name and walk in HIS
ways, not the ways of the world.
So let’s take a closer look at Halloween- where the customs came from and what
Yah has to say about them along the way.
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